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Summary of the Movie:

The story revolves around the girl named Pummy shoes father is strict and kind hearted Police Inspector. Three rustic boys named Vikas, Vishal and Vikram happened to be her college mate and have a decent friendship. In the same college bad element named K.K. is also there to tease Pummy on various occasion and try to mole stat her. Three boys who live in front of Pummy house in PG unde by Pummy’s uncle Mr. Ramphal tried to flirt the girls turn by turn. The relations end in fair friendship. The film with a comedy flavor reached the serious climax, where Pummy left all with a note that a girl should be responded before beloved.
Vishal Dahiya playing the role of Vishal in the movie. The actor has had leading role in Dipika Padukon starrer movie Chhapak along with more bollywood movies.

**Movies:**

Chhapak (debut film )  
Unfair & lovely  
Swami Ramdev show for discovery(Netflix)  
Naina web series for Netflix  
Malota (nominated best short film in Filmfare)
Ajay Khatri

Ajay acted the role of Vikas in this movie. He is graduate from National School of Drama. He has web series like Camp Banwas, 100ds of stage shows of theatre in his credit.

Movies:-
Unfair & Lovely
Siskiyaan & Dil ho
gaya Lapata
Camp Banwas
New entrant. Parabhpreet is acted as Vikky in this movie. He is a new face.
Sanchi Gupta

She acted the lead role of Pummy in this movie. She is a new face.
Karan Saini playing the negative shade in this movie named as K.K. Karan Saini has an enough number of Haryanvi Songs, web series and other videographic potential in his credit.
Dr. Jagbir Rathee acted as father of Pummy and Police Inspector Jai Pal Rana having a enough size of canvas with his literature acting direction etc. with a significant role in Aamir Khan’s DANGAL MOVIE. At present three more movies are at release.
The renowned comedian of Haryanvi movies having atleast 20-30 movies in his credit. He is a legent artist of Haryana.
Vishva Deepak Trikha

He is a renowned theatre artist of Haryana acted in various regional and Hindi movies as character artist.

Movies:-

Jugadi dot com
Att Panjabi
Chhoriyan chhoron se kam nahin hai
Premi Ramphal
Hansa
Karamkhestra
Mere bhai ki shadi
Sehar
Rahan etc.
A famous comedian, poet and stage artist having enough comedy series at social media platform and 100ds of stage shows in his credit.

Movies:-

Saheed E Haryana
Tera mera wada
Salute
Hansa
Karam
Camp banwas
Mere yar ki shadi session
Desi thana
Renowned folk culture activist of Haryana. She has acted in various Haryanvi movies, Youtube series etc.
Kuldeep Singh Rawat
Cinematographer

An Indian Cinematographer, well-heard for his realistic picturization and poetic framing sense. Started his career as a Studio Photographer, he gradually established in Hindi Films as well as Hindi Web series. Apart from cinematography, he is also a great Photographer. Photography is yet also another passion which is very close to his heart. With his creative approach, he has won much fame in a short span of time. His famous works are Avartan film, Camp banvas web series, Angel priya web series, Mere yaar ki Shadi session-1, WWF, & Home credit etc. There are still ever-expanding opportunities in the Indian cinema, as people evolve, the perception of cinema also evolve simultaneously. It is the cinematographer’s responsibility to keenly work on audience’s needs.
As I feel the objectives of the entertainment should always be the feel of relief by touching the various corners of our hearts. In no way the abusive and unneeded voilance should be the journey of the entertainment. Let's enlist the characters of our daily life who have a heart of human being. Those characters who have feeling of humour, regards and emotions. In this movie too, we will find some characters whom we see daily around us. They are normal human being with a strong characteristics.

Jagbir Rathee
Established three years ago, the first production of the house was first bigger level treated web series Camp Banvas which was appraised all over. The house produced the comedy shows like Comedy ki Mehfil with Jagbir Rathee, The joke studio etc. Along with the house created a number of songs specially with the melody and family entertainment values. The forthcoming projects of the house are BA PASS BHUTNI a horror comedy, MOLKARI a soul bought, PAPA KI PARI ETC.